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ALTERNATE CARE SITE:  
Security Master Plan Development

A NATIONWIDE PARTNERSHIP — WITH AN URGENT MISSION

Across the United States, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), 
the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE) are partnering with dozens of federal, state and local entities to quickly  
establish surge locations and alternate care sites. This partnership includes hundreds 
of hospitals and other healthcare organizations to build out the infrastructure that  
can accommodate the expected millions of coronavirus cases and other non‑COVID‑19 
patients and reduce the burden on the nation’s healthcare system.

PLACING A SPECIAL FOCUS ON PROTECTING YOUR STAFF + PATIENTS

The best way to ensure a cohesive and coordinated approach to security at any  
surge or ACS location is to develop a Security Master Plan that identifies a range  
of important information — from the security organization’s key resources, roles 
and responsibilities to critical guidance that helps the security team prioritize its 
activities, allocate expenditures and adapt quickly to changes in the operational 
or threat environments. 

SUPPORTING ACS: OUR TEAM

Our multi‑disciplinary team is composed of experienced leaders and experts 
in world‑class security, fire and emergency management domains. These include,  
for example, global and local crisis planning for healthcare facilities; healthcare 
emergency management training; complex protective operations planning for  
federal, state and municipal crisis response and protest management; and  
interagency planning supporting complex, large‑scale events such as National 
Special Security Events.

Our Expertise
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CRITICAL COMPONENTS OF YOUR ACS SECURITY MASTER PLAN 

Important areas of the plan our outlined below. Across the nation, our experts  
are conducting assessments such as the following:

Exterior Security
Review how staff, patients and visitors, vehicles, medical supplies and materials  
can access the location and coordinate perimeter security with law enforcement.

Security Checkpoints
Establish locations, procedures, staffing, vehicles, vendors and material delivery 
lists to control vehicle and personnel entry.

Physical + Technical Security
Identify systems and requirements from access control and duress alarms 
to security protecting sensitive areas such as pharmacy vaults, supply rooms 
and equipment storage rooms.

Access Control + Credentialing
Create a credentialing plan for all personnel including production, issuance  
and recovery of credentials and designation of visitor access and screening 
procedures.

Security Command, Control + Communications
Develop a security staffing plan, command structure, security post locations,  
post orders, response and reporting procedures. 

Transportation
Address patient transport, emergency vehicle access, materials and supplies 
delivery, waste removal, helicopter landings, decontamination sites, backup  
power generation and mortuary activities.

Law Enforcement + First Responder Liaison
Conduct liaison with law enforcement and other first responders. Partner with 
appropriate agencies to ensure the security and safety needs of patients, staff  
and the public.

Personnel + Logistics
Plan guard services’ fixed, roving and vehicle patrols as well as independent 
communications, housing, food services and sanitation for on‑site physical security 
teams in temporary portable structures.

Interim Security Director
Develop and implement the Security Master Plan to protect all stakeholders  
and manage the enhanced security measures implemented at the facility during  
any conversion to medical use.
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How Can We Help You?

About Us
At Jensen Hughes our team 
of engineers, scientists and 
consultants work as one team 
to address the complexities 
of safety and security to 
help our clients protect what 
matters. Mitigating the factors 
that could put lives, property 
and reputations at risk has been 
our objective for over 80 years. 
We’re dedicated to advancing 
the science of safety through 
technology, knowledge and 
best‑in‑class research and 
development.
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